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CHAPTER

8

Speculative Pricing

The Speculation Controversy

The history of futures trading in the 19th century was quite as much, if not
more, about rampant and enthusiastic speculation as it was about risk shifting.
The risk shifters sought out the speculators at the outset but as soon as the
speculators learned of the game they rushed in and took over. The growth of
futures trading from I960 to 1975 was, necessarily, an increase in speculation.
Our review of the open interest in corn indicated that, while the pattern of
hedging dominated the market and appeared to determine the amount of speculation, there was a large amount of speculator against speculator. One must
look at the structure of the open interest in pork belly futures and conclude the
market was mostly about speculation.
The literature of futures trading is, in large measure, dominated by discussions of the desirability of speculation and its effects, some favorable and some
unfavorable. Few can resist evaluation. The long public controversy has hinged
around this point. Emery1 discussed the difference between speculation and
gambling at length before stating the case for speculation. Baer and Saxon2
used most of their chapter on speculation for evaluation and defense. The key
attacks on onion futures trading that finally resulted in prohibition were related
to "excessive speculation." Most defenses of speculation in futures markets have
been directed toward the need for speculators to carry risks. It is with a sigh
of relief that authors find the close relationship between short hedges and long
speculative positions and thus, establish that speculation does not greatly exceed
the minimum necessary to absorb risks of prudent businessmen.
i Op. cit. Chap. IV.
Op. cit. Chap. III.
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Some of the attacks are more fun. Emery3 quotes an English writer, "The
option, future, and settlement systems which have been introduced into various
forms of produce and food products, with the result that gradual misery and
ruin have entailed all classes." And a broker in the U.S., "The New York Stock
Exchange, which is the soul, the motive power of Wall Street, is an evil in the
land, a danger to private wealth, a disturbing force in general business, and a
foe to public morals. . . . The Chicago Board of Trade is a den of speculators
whose operations are even more permissive." There was this exchange in Senate
Hearings:4 Senator Norris. "You would call that gambling?" Mr. Vesecky.
"You might call it gambling or speculation." Senator Norris. "I am not one
who objects to speculation in a modified way. I think that it is probably legitimate. I think, as a matter of fact, that when a man buys wheat for future
delivery in a sense he is a speculator because he doesn't know what the price is
going to be when the time comes, but if he buys without reference to the
handling of the commodity itself, just goes in and buys and sells without
reference to anything, is he a hedger then or a gambler?" Mr. Vesecky. "He is
not a hedger at all. He is either politely called a speculator or otherwise might
be called a gambler, which ever one you want to call him." Senator Norris. "If
that were prohibited by law, or prevented in any way, your idea is that it will
have a beneficial effect upon the market generally?" Mr. Vesecky. "I think if
excessive speculation, excessive long lines or short lines—either one—and
excessive sales and purchases on any one day are limited or prohibited, that it
will have a beneficial effect on the market. It was proven several times during
this last big flurry in July, 1933 that it was the creation of these long lines at one
time that made the bad break. At other times, the big short lines made the bad
break.".
Much of the historical controversy about commodity speculation, particularly
in futures, has related to a confusion of speculation and gambling. Gambling is
almost universally condemned as wasteful and as working great evil on the
gambler himself. Commodity speculation has been said, many, many times, to
be the "biggest gamble of them all." It is said that speculation is merely
gambling, without reference to actual trade, except that it consists of betting on
the course of prices. This was obviously the case with bucket shops. Speculation
and gambling are alike in several ways. Both depend upon uncertainties. Both
involve the risk of loss for the sake of possible gain. The occurrence of certain
events results in losses to one player and gains to another while other events
have the opposite result. Both may involve the careful calculation of probabilities and development of forecasts or both may be based on pure chance.
The essential distinctions made in defense of speculation generally fall along
s Op. cit. p. 97.
4
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, U.S. Senate, Seventy Fourth Congress on
H.R. 6772, April 1936.
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two lines: 1. Gambling involves the creation of risks that would not otherwise
exist while speculation involves the assumption of necessary and unavoidable
risks of commerce, and 2. In every futures transaction, the speculator incurs the
duties and acquires the rights of a holder of property and thus is an integral
part of commerce. Whether the impact of his activities is "good" or "bad" is
neither here nor there—they are inevitable and necessary. Both of these distinctions are fairly easy to dispute. Gambling is an integral part of the commerce of
the economy, certainly that of the state of Nevada. A ticket in the Irish Sweepstakes is a property right. Much of the argument is moralistic which is not
relevant to economics. Good or bad, gambling is an economic activity just as
speculation is an economic activity.
A good example of this attitude is found in some comments of The Joint
Committee of the Economic Report (December, 1947). Mr. Mehl, who was the
administrator of The Commodity Exchange Authority, said, "I believe that if
we are to maintain the present system of marketing, with the incident of hedging which enables processors and dealers to transfer the price risk from their
shoulders to speculators who are willing to assume these risks, we will have to
tolerate some degree of speculative trading in order to take up the slack between the merchant and processor who wants to buy for hedging purposes, and
the one who wants to sell for hedging purposes." In immediate response,
Representative Rich said, "I am not interested in trying in any way to stop
legitimate business; I want that to proceed. But I thought if there was anything
that you could suggest to our Committee whereby we might, from your experience, stop speculation, pure and simple, and let legitimate trade go on, I wish
you would make that recommendation."
This fairly dominant point of view reflects the recognition of the importance
and usefulness of futures trading in the transference of risk and the raising of
equity capital but also reflects a widespread conviction that the price effects of
speculation are disruptive of trade and commerce. More importantly, it reflects
a widespread lack of recognition of the role of speculation in price formation
and, for that matter, a lack of recognition of the role of prices in the economic
processes. Our purpose here is to describe the speculative pricing function and
the role of speculators in price formation.
Prices have several essential functions to perform in a competitive economic
system. The lists compiled vary among authors but generally include, (1) The
allocation of productive resources, (2) Determination of the amount and kind
of product, (3) Direction of inventory accumulation and liquidation, (4) Distribution of products among people and places, and (5) Distribution of the
rewards for production among productive resources. Individual prices combine
into a set of price relationships that determine production and distribution.
There is one and only one set of prices and price relationships that will result in
a balanced production and use; that will equate supplies and demands. This is
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the equilibrium price or set of prices. In a dynamic economy, equilibrium is
never achieved—something is always out of balance. The underlying conditions
affecting supplies and requirements are in a constant state of flux, resulting in
constantly changing prices and price relationships.
There is a major element of futurity in prices. Investments made today affect
production tomorrow and throughout the life of the investment. Inventories are
accumulated or liquidated today in anticipation of tomorrow's requirements.
Consumers spend all or more than their incomes or forego consumption until a
later time, depending upon their expectations about the future. The implementation of expectations results in the establishment of prices that apply not
only to the present but to the future as well. Today's prices are a function of
expectations about the future as well as today's spot market situation. Forward
prices are established on the basis of expectations about the situation and prices
that will exist in the future.
The future is unknown and uncertain. To speculate is to contemplate the
future, reach conclusions about the shape of things to come, and to act on the
basis of these expectations; in short, to buy now in anticipation of higher prices
or to sell now in anticipation of lower prices.
In connection with futures trading we are concerned with speculation in
stored commodities and with speculation in production of commodities of which
there are not significant inventories.

Stored Commodities

Throughout its long history, futures trading has been primarily associated
with commodities having major seasonal patterns of production and inventory
accumulation and liquidation. Prices of seasonally produced commodities are
speculative. The supply that is harvested during a short period of time must be
made to last until the next crop is available. At the same time, the supply must
be used down to a small carryover going into the following year. This job of
rationing the supply is a function of price. There is one and only one average
price that will make the supply just clear the market. If the price is held at
higher levels, some of the users will be priced out of the market and there will
be more than a necessary carryover. If the price is held at lower than the
equilibrium level, additional users will be drawn into the market and the supply
will not last until the next harvest year.
Rationing and Supply. When allowed to work, market prices effectively
accomplish the necessary job of rationing. No matter how short the crop, we
never run out. Enough users get priced out of the market to leave something
when the new corp is harvested. No matter how large the crop, new users are
brought into the market by bargain prices; and even though there is a substan-
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tial carryover, the expanded use makes an inventory appear desirable, building a
supply for the next year.
From this explanation it is apparent that at all times there are two kinds of
demands. One is demand for current use and the other is demand for inventory
to be used at some time in the future. If it appears that the supply is short at the
current price, the demand for inventory increases. The bidding up of prices
slows down the rate of use. If it appears that the supply is so large that it will
not be used before the next harvest at the current price, the demand for inventory decreases and reduced prices speed up the rate of use.
At the same time, there are two kinds of supply: one is corporeal or physical
inventory and the other incorporeal or speculative short sales. As prices reach
levels which the inventory holders believe are high enough to make the existing
supply last until new crop harvest, they sell. This situation prevails whether it
be for unhedged cash commodity or for hedges held by speculative longs. Thus,
the inventory holders become inventory suppliers. Speculators who judge that
current prices are higher than necessary to make the existing inventory last until
the new crop make contracts for deferred delivery of actual grain. They reason
that the prevailing high prices will discourage utilization and result in an undesirable carryover. They are induced to acquire and furnish commodity they
do not have. They increase the available incorporeal supply of the commodity
which may later result in deferred delivery. As time passes and the contracts
become current, they must either buy the contracts back or acquire physical
commodity for delivery. Either action increases the current market supply and
reduces the deferred supply.
Maintaining Reserves. Some commodities such as potatoes and onions cannot
be effectively carried from one crop year to the next. As the harvest approaches,
the demand for inventory of old crop decreases until it is zero at the beginning
of new crop harvest. The speculative game of the inventory holders is to let the
inventories run out with precision but not one day too soon. This leads to some
fascinating pricing problems of which onions are one outstanding example. The
demand for onions is highly inelastic so that, in the case of a short supply, the
price may be very high. Yet when new crop onions become available, the old
crop onions become, literally, garbage and valueless. The timing of new crop
harvest is not precisely determinable as it may be delayed by cold, wet weather.
The game is to have onions until the last day but then be out. This accounts for
the wild fluctuations in onion prices at the tag end of the season.
Pricing problems occur at the end of crop years for storable crops as well.
The 1964 crop of soybeans was small and had to be severely rationed with high
prices. The 1965 crop prospects were favorable so that supplies appeared
adequate at lower prices. Thus, the inventory holders tried to make their inventories run out the day that harvest started. It was a good plan, but just as
harvest got under way, the rains came and the price of old crop rose sharply. As
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soon as harvest could be resumed, the prices came together sharply. Old and
new crop prices by weeks were:

August 20
August 27
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 14
Sept. 24
Oct. 1

Old Crop

New Crop

$2.58
2.62
2.75
2.55
2.80
2.58
2.38

$2.37
2.40
2.41
2.39
2.41
2.41
2.38

There were comparable gyrations in the September futures prices which was
blamed on speculation. The responsibility was properly placed. The market was
speculating about when the crop would mature and the rains stop and just what
price would be required to make the rapidly dwindling supplies last.
For the more storable commodities such as grain, the inventory liquidation is
more complex. Speculators must establish a desirable carryover. On one hand,
as old crop supplies are relatively large and prospective new crop supplies are
relatively small, the demand for the old crop increases and a carryover is
generated. On the other hand, as we move from a short crop year to a large crop
year, inventory demand is reduced and supplies are allowed to decline toward
zero.
Thus, a part of the speculative game is the establishment of an appropriate
size reserve held in anticipation of later demand increases, supply decreases and
unforeseeable contingencies. The market must weigh the cost of carrying stocks
against the prospective value at a future time. It must also measure the utility of
a reserve supply to meet unforeseen events such as droughts, wars, increased
foreign demand, and like exigencies. The market carries forward the amounts it
judges appropriate, the cost of carrying taken into account; that is, the amounts
that speculators think profitable.
Balance of fudgment. At any given time price is the result of an interplay of
two sets of demand and supply forces. It strives to strike a balance between
these forces. Thus, in the short run, the resulting price depends on the decision
of inventory holders and suppliers. The question that the inventory holders and
suppliers ask is simple: "Shall I hold or sell?" The answers depend upon
whether they think the price is going up or down. The inventory holders and
suppliers must forecast prices. They must look ahead and appraise the effect on
price of changes in supply and in requirements for various uses. This is a
complicated and difficult job as is well known to all who have tried to unscramble the price outlook. The equilibrium price is uncertain. After the season
has been completed, all of the prices for the year can be averaged and the
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equilibrium price established but in the meantime, all of the holders and suppliers of inventory are attempting to forecast what the equilibrium price will
finally turn out to have been.
At any given time the price at which inventories are either held out of use or
supplied for use is the result of striking a balance of judgments of the holders
and suppliers of inventory. On the one side the people who think the price is
going down will sell; if the consensus is that the price is going down, selling
quickly puts it down, and vice versa. All things that are expected to affect the
price in the future are quickly discounted. The current price then reflects the
composite judgment of the traders in forecasting the equilibrium price. The
composite judgment of all of the market participants is that the equilibrium has
been found and that prices will not change. But none of the individuals who
make up the composite think that the equilibrium has been reached, else they
would not have a position.
Obviously, the composite is always wrong. Prices do change, almost never
remaining constant, even from one day to the next. This is because some things
are not yet foreseeable, because the market does not foresee all things that are
foreseeable, and because the market does not weigh properly all of the things it
does foresee. If the market were omniscient, able to foresee all things and weigh
them properly, the price would never change except seasonally to reflect carrying costs. Changes in price level, thus, are the result of speculative error.
The owners of inventory are speculators. They have taken a position at the
risk of loss and in the hope of profit. He who holds an inventory is speculating.
He is pitting his judgment about the direction of price change against that of
the market by deciding to hold rather than sell. If he is right, he makes money;
if wrong, he loses.
In the case of agricultural commodities, the most important speculators are
farmers. At any given time they hold more of the inventory than other
group and not many of them hedge as is clear from the anatomy of the corn
market. Probably the second most important inventory controlling group are
speculators in futures markets. A high proportion of the inventories not owned
by farmers are hedged in futures just as a high proportion of the cash commodities sold for future delivery but not bought are hedged by long positions in
futures. The speculators are long the amount the hedgers are short and short
the amount the hedges are long. Hedgers, being long cash and short futures or
vice versa do nothing more than act as custodians. As far as prices are concerned, they are nulls—eunuchs, fit only to guard the harem. They act, in their
storage operations, in response to basis behavior, but fundamentally their
actions are determined by the speculators whose actions influence the basis that
influence hedgers. Until users outbid the speculators for the stored commodity,
hedgers must hold grain in store. The hedgers buy back their short futures
contracts so they can sell the cash commodities to users.
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Commodities in Production

Until the mid-1960's almost the whole of futures trading related to hedging
and speculation in stored commodities and the speculative pricing function to
regulation of the rate of use of inventories. As we have seen, it was generally
accepted that only those commodities with a high degree of storability were
eligible for trading in futures markets. But this changed with the advent of
trading in live cattle, live hogs, fresh eggs and broilers. While the older function of hedging and pricing stored inventories of commodities with seasonal
production patterns remains, a new function of forward pricing commodities
not yet produced has been added. Farmers sell enough corn to cover out of
pocket costs ahead of planting, cattle feeders sell fat cattle for deferred delivery
before feeder cattle are purchased, and broiler producers sell finished products
before the baby chicks are hatched.
Farmers who sell ahead of production are producing for the speculative
market. The corn farmer may sell in January for delivery to his local elevator at
harvest and the elevator hedge by selling futures so that the contract is quite
indirect but the basic arrangement is from producer to speculator. The market
the cattle feeder is producing for when he sells futures is the speculative
market. The feeder is a contract farmer, manufacturing finished beef out of
feeder cattle and feed. A speculator is on the other end of the contract and thus
directing his activities.
The speculative job of the people who put the producers under contract is to
forecast the price that will just clear the market at the end of the production
period. These speculators must take into account the supplies that will be available, quantities of competing products that will be available, consumer incomes,
response of consumers to prices, etc. and arrive at a price forecast. They must
judge how much there will be and the price at that time in the future.
The pricing of as yet unproduced products has an added dimension. In the
case of pricing inventories to balance use and requirements within the year, the
quantity is fixed but in the case of pricing production forward, the supply at
maturity of the contract becomes a variable, dependent on producer response to
the forward price. Futures prices become supply determining as well as supply
rationing. Speculators control hedged inventories of stored commodities; they
control production of the unproduced commodities that are contracted forward
in futures markets.
Consequences of Speculative Pricing

Speculators in futures markets affect prices; they accumulate and liquidate
inventory which puts prices above the levels that would otherwise prevail when
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they are accumulating and puts prices below levels that would otherwise prevail
when they are liquidating. There is only one rate of inventory accumulation and
liquidation that will hold the price constant at its equilibrium throughout the
crop year. As too much inventory is held off of the market early in the season
the price is held above the equilibrium and must later decline, as too little is
held off the market early, the price is too low and must later increase, and these
excesses—mistakes in rates and prices—can, and do numerous times during the
season, flip from one excess to the other.
Speculators affect interim prices to the extent they control inventory. Some
measure of control can be obtained by comparing open interest in futures contracts and total supplies. On January 1, 1975 the stocks of certain grains and the
open interest in futures markets (Mil. bu.) were:

Wheat
Corn
Soybeans
Oats

On Farms

Off Farms

Opim Interest

440
2,533
491
388

659
1,080
505
123

239
412
305
15

A little of the farm stock was doubtless hedged and a substantial proportion of
the off farm stock was owned by farmers in country warehouses. The size of the
latter is not known. The general conclusion is that a substantial proportion but
not all of the nonfarmer stock is hedged and in the control of the speculators but
the bulk of inventories are controlled by farmers.
A large share of the January 1 stock on farms does not enter commercial
channels but is fed on farms and so is not priced. A sufficiently high price of
corn or a very low price of livestock would attract some of it to market but
extremes that, as a practical matter, never exist would be required. Accordingly,
the price making influence of speculators in futures markets is greater than their
share of the total inventory.
Speculators do influence intraseasonal price patterns. So what? As they forecast prices accurately, prices are stable and as they forecast inaccurately, prices
are variable. Price stability is desirable in the marketing processes. Thus, the
quality of job that speculators do in discounting events and prices to come into
current prices is of consequence but not great. Within a season, the total supply
is not affected. Price variability may decrease the use of commodities but not
greatly. The price to primary producers is higher than would exist in the
absence of speculators in futures. The merchants who buy farmers' products at
harvest hedge rather than assume the inventory ownership. Because they are
neither able nor willing to carry the inventories themselves at the existing prices,
it follows that they would bid less if they could not hedge, enough less to make
the risks worth assuming. In so far as this increases the average price paid to
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producers by reducing marketing margins, it increases the long run supply,
reduces user costs and increases total product.
Speculators in the nonstorable commodities influence production in proportion to the amount of production they control. In 1975 this was not great. On
January 1 there were 19-9 thousand open contracts, representing 756 thousand
cattle. There were 9.6 million cattle on feed. The open interest in live hog,
broiler, egg, and orange juice futures was smaller in relation to production in
process. But these were new and rapidly growing markets. Their importance
was much greater than in 1969 and infinitely greater than in 1964.
The importance of speculators in the nonstorable commodities is greater than
their proportionate control of production because the production controlled is
marginal. It is the amount that is brought on stream or taken off stream depending on the prices offered by speculators. Marginal increments are particularly
important in price determination.
The consequences of the accuracy with which speculators forecast prices of
nonstorable commodities are much greater than for storable commodities because production is affected. With the growth of these markets, speculators were
being given and were assuming responsibility for directing production—were
becoming the planners.
The livestock industries have long been notable for bad planning. There have
been well established hog and cattle production and price cycles. The broiler
industry has always been feast or famine, boom or bust. Aggregrate hog and
cattle production decisions have been directed by many individual small farmer
decisions. Cyclical theories have related to decisions about the future that are
based on the current market situation. When prices are high and hog production
profitable, farmers hold back breeding stock which reduces the market supply
and further increases market prices. In due course, production catches up so that
prices decline, farmers liquidate, causing further declines in price, the liquidation phase is overdone so that eventually the process starts over. The cycle is
based on lack of foresight and the formation of expectations on the basis of
things that are rather than on things to come. The cattle cycle is comparable but
longer. Small farmers are responsible; perhaps speculators can improve on the
formation of expectations.
Most broilers are produced by large, vertically integrated companies. Their
track record is not very good. They, too, appear to respond to the current market
situation.
Production of commodities must be planned. If prices are to be stabilized and
an equilibrium of supplies and requirements established, speculators must
anticipate events to come and estimate their impact on prices. This is true
whether the speculation be done by individual farmers, by corporate planners,
or by the speculating public. Beginning in the 1960's an increasing responsibility for production planning was turned over to futures market speculators.

